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Abstract 
 
   Text classification is the process of grouping text into distinct categories. Text classifiers may automatically assess text input 
and allocate a set of pre-defined tags or categories depending on its content or a pre-trained model using Natural Language 
Processing (NLP), which actually is a subset of Machine Learning (ML). The notion of text categorization is becoming 
increasingly essential in enterprises since it helps firms to get ideas from facts and automate company operations, lowering 
manual labor and expenses. Linguistic Detectors (the technique of determining the language of a given document), Sentiment 
Analysis (the process of identifying whether a text is favorable or unfavorable about a given subject), Topic Detection 
(determining the theme or topic of a group of texts), and so on are common applications of text classification in industry. The 
nature of the dataset is Multi-class and multi-hierarchical, which means that the hierarchies are in multiple levels, each level of 
hierarchy is multiple class in nature. One of ML’s most successful paradigms is supervised learning from which one can build a 
generalization model. Hence, a custom model is built, so that the model fits with the problem. Deep learning (DL), part of 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) , does functions that replicate the human brain's data processing capabilities in order to identify text 
or artifacts, translate languages, detect voice, draw conclusions and so on. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 
Transformers (BERT), a Deep Learning Algorithm performs an extra-ordinary task in NLP text classification and results in high 
accuracy. Therefore, BERT is combined with the Custom Model developed and compared with the native algorithm to ensure 
the increase in accuracy rates.  
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1. Introduction 
 
   This paper introduces a method for text classification where the dataset is Hierarchical and Multiple-classes, by combining 
BERT and Customized Naïve Bayes classifier. This can be accomplished by studying Naïve Bayes Probabilistic Model, and BERT 
Model (Yu et al., 2019). The real world problems of NLP, is not just limited to one level of hierarchy. We could see many 
examples of such single level hierarchical problems such as: plain sentimental analysis, text summarization, detecting urgent 
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issues, automating customer support processes and so on. This paper discusses the multiple levels of hierarchy, which we face in 
our world. Some merits with examples and comparisons are as follows: 
   1. In the blogging world, the traditional application of text classification is just limited to finding the title of the content (also 
called text summarization), but with the implementation of this paper it could be used to discover the sub-topics and also sub-
topics of sub-topics. E.g., The base topic “Technology” has various sub-topics like Computer, Space, Nano and so on. Inside the 
sub-topic called Computer, we have another set of sub-topics such as: Quantum, AI, Cyber-Security and so on. There can be any 
number of hierarchies. In such real world problems, this paper solves the problem by providing the customized algorithm to 
process the different hierarchies.  
   2. In the customer support field, the complaint or issue raised by a customer should be modeled as multiple hierarchy instead of 
traditional single hierarchy. E.g., let's assume the complaint of a customer regarding a cloud product is: “The VM Machine of type 
ABC, has been down for X Days. This will impact my business a lot. Please provide support as soon as possible”. The traditional 
way will be like: either detecting the complaint is urgent or not (also popularly known as Detecting urgent issues), or categorizing 
it into some problem category called VM Machine. If we had the model like, finding the urgency, followed by category and then 
detecting the problem duration could have a very great impact in the results (either customer satisfaction or sales growth) of the 
company, who provides the support.  
   The application could be unlimited with the hierarchical real world model and the paper completely focused on solving the 
multiple hierarchy dataset in a better way. Instead of having n ML classifiers to solve n hierarchy of a problem, the ML classifier 
in this paper is tuned to consider the results of the previous hierarchy. This paper also innovatively solves such kinds of problems 
discussed in the previous paragraph. The field of the problem is a manufacturing industry, the problem introduction, solution 
models and its impacts are discussed as follows:  
   The main problem in the Panel Board Manufacturing process or any Manufacturing process, is defects which may occur while 
manufacturing Panel boards. These defective panel boards undergo a testing process, which plays an important role in quality 
assurance (QA) by identifying the defects. The detected defects undergo re-processing in the industry. The testing process is 
manual and the remarks of the defected panel boards are generally written or noted (either through computer or hand written). 
Once the testing process is done the reprocessing employee’s first objective is to classify the remarks into different sections, so 
that the defected panel board undergoes a certain re-processing.  
   The English text to explain the defect of the panel board may vary from employee to employee. Hence, the first step of the re-
processing section utilizes intelligence of the employee to categorize the defect. Also, the time taken to categorize increases with 
increase in text. In ML, multiclass text classification is classifying each instance of text or data into one of three or more classes. 
Text classification into one of two classes is called binary text classification. Sentiment analysis to check whether the sentiment is 
positive or negative is a suitable example for Binary text classification. Multi-class text classification assumes that each instance is 
assigned to one and only one class. For example, a fruit can be either an apple or a pear but not both at the same time. In ML, 
Multi-label text classification is a variant in the classification problem. In Multi-label text classification, multiple labels are 
assigned to each instance. Mostly, Multi-class is confused with Multi-label classification, which is a generalization of multiclass 
classification. Multi-label classification is a single-label problem of categorizing samples into different classes, but an instance 
cannot be mapped to two classes whereas in the multi-label classification there are no constraints on how many classes an instance 
can be assigned. Every sample of the data in this paper can be classified to a particular class, therefore the paper discusses Multi-
class text classification, not Multi-label classification. 
   If there is irrelevant and redundant data present in the dataset, then knowledge discovery during the training phase becomes a 
tedious process (Vidhya and Aghila, 2010). The First and foremost step for text classification is the  pre-processing techniques 
such as Removal of Punctuation, removal of stop words, Lemmatization, Stemming and so on. It should be noted that Removal of 
stop words, Lemmatization and stemming is very much unfavorable to Deep Learning Classifiers. The reason is DL Classifier 
utilizes each stop word to considerable tokens and makes a meaningful sentence. The preprocessing technique is followed by 
Tokenization, Vectorization process, which is followed by training the classifier with the processed texts, then the Classifier can be 
tested with a new set of datasets. Many factors would affect the success of ML on a given task (Vidhya and Aghila, 2010), one 
such affecting factor of this problem is the hierarchy. 
   In a Panel Board Industry, the Panel board is tested for any defects, which may happen during the manufacturing process. Once 
the defects of the panel boards are detected, it is written in a sheet which may be stamped to the Panel Board or the defects are 
listed in a form through a computer corresponding to id of the product. In the Re-processing section of the industry, the Panel 
Boards defects which are stamped or listed are categorized into numbers (different classes). The classes are hierarchical in nature 
i.e., The sub-classes of each classes belong to one certain class and never intersect with other classes. The re-processing is a 
manual process which consumes days and hours of the employee. It should be noted that each writer of the panel board defect has 
a different vocabulary style for describing a defect. The employer also may make some errors in such cases and the main problem 
is the mapping of the remark to a number (Class) and its subclass. After this mapping process, the Panel Board undergoes Re-
processing based on the classes, which was classified by the employer with the help of remark. The employer consumes more 
time, when the number of classes or types of defects are larger in nature. The time consumption may further increase if the number 
of level of hierarchy is higher in nature, each defect may even take an hour to detect the classes and its corresponding hierarchy. It 
is highly possible that a hierarchically structured set of categories might have a high impact on the classifiers, which are used and 
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built (Krendzelak and Jakab, 2015). Deep learning is able to learn without human supervision, drawing from data which is 
unstructured and unlabeled. The BERT is a pre-training model based on DL, which has refreshed the best performance of 11 NLP 
missions (Liu et al., 2019). First and foremost step is importing or installing the components required for BERT and different 
variations of BERT are available based on requirements. Then, the dataset must be converted from comma separated values (.csv) 
to tab separated values (.tsv) file. The data is then undergoes masking and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) section, followed by 
prediction of the data and performance analysis. The Masking and NSP is briefly explained in this paper. Due to rapid growth in 
ML and NLP, algorithms could be used to classify text, instead of utilizing employees with a lot of effort and cost. The advantage 
of implementing algorithms would be tremendous as the computational time for algorithms was much faster and with reduced cost.     
   Section 2 describes the literature survey made on BERT and MNB Classifiers followed by hierarchical classification. Section 3, 
which explores the Implementation proposed. Section 4 details the results and discussion of the proposed paper, which is followed 
by Conclusion, Acknowledgement and References. 
 
2. Literature review 
 
   A lot of research has been done on the classifiers of NLP and categorization of hierarchical data. Reading comprehension, 
Question answering and Summarization are all some common industrial utilization of natural language processing problems that 
are often tackled using supervised learning with specialized datasets. These evidence points to a viable direction for developing 
language processing systems in which the classifier learns to accomplish the work from real demonstrations (Radford et al., 2019). 
Data cleansing, normalization, transformation, extraction of features and selection are all forms of data pre-processing (Vidhya 
and Aghila, 2010). The algorithms for each step of data pre-processing and best performances were presented by Kotsiantis et al. 
in 2007 through their paper. Data preprocessing is used in Text Mining (Vijayarani et al., 2015) to collect valuable and non-trivial 
information from unstructured information (Shathi et al., 2016). Kannan and Gurusamy (2014), researchers, examined the 
challenges of preprocessing methods such as Tokenization, Stop word elimination, and Stemming for text documents in 2014. The 
most frequent techniques to text classification do not take hierarchy into account, which clearly states that hierarchies play a very 
important role in the real world problem. The motivation of this paper on considering hierarchies and Gurusamy's study on 
hierarchies correctly converges at this point (Shathi et al., 2016). In their work released in 2016, the authors Angiani et al. 
investigate the reasons underlying the increase in accuracy, which gives a thorough assessment of each strategy. Several 
alternative preprocessing methods are displayed, and their accuracy is compared to the accuracy of the other methods in their 
study. If the test data meets the requirements of the class' rule, then the strongest rule is subsequently designated as the test data's 
class (Angiani et al., 2016). By increasing the strength of rule after constructing the training data, the confidence value from each 
text and category may be enhanced. It's all about finding the most powerful rule for each test data set that covers one class, 
according to Arusada et al. (2017) that detailed the procedures taken by classifiers during testing in 2017. 

Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) is a collection of open source software packages, lectures, and worksheets for language 
modeling (Loper and Bird, 2002). The design of NLTK is described in the NLTK article, which was released in 2002 by Loper 
and Bird, which report on how it has been employed well in classrooms with various mixtures of linguists and data science 
academics (Bird et al., 2008). The relevance of the Naive Bayes Machine Learning technique has been acknowledged, hence a 
research of text document categorization and statistical event models has been undertaken (Vidhya and Aghila, 2010). In 2010, the 
authors Vidhya and Agila examined the various Nave Bayes feature selection approaches with text document categorization 
metrics. MNB is a supervised learning method based on probability that is known for its theoretical and operational simplicity 
(Shathi et al., 2016). The authors Shathi et al. (2016) proposed an effective and efficient approach for categorizing text documents 
in order to give practical information retrieval utilizing the Naive Bayes algorithm in this research published in 2017. The 
independence assumptions that Naive Bayes classifiers are founded on nearly never hold for natural data sets, and particularly not 
for textual data, as has been observed. This idea has sparked three types of information extraction and machine learning research: 
1) efforts to improve classifiers by loosening the independence assumption, 2) feature set tweaks to keep the independence 
assumption valid, and 3) tries to explain why the independence assumption is not necessary (Lewis, 1998; Qin et al., 2008), which 
describes a better observation on  independence assumptions of MNB in a paper published in 1998 by Lewis. 

Krendzelak and Jakab released a study in 2015 that included more research on text classification using hierarchical structures. 
The fundamental reason is that there hasn't been a substantial difference in performance metrics of hierarchical trials. In a 
hierarchical structure, conceptual hierarchy depicts the link between things or concepts (Krendzelak and Jakab, 2015). If the 
evaluation/classification objective has more sophisticated characteristics, a more elaborate conceptual hierarchy is required. 
Currently, the majority of conceptual hierarchies are built qualitatively. Choi and Shin (2010) released a study in 2010 that 
describes two novel quantitative ways to build a theoretical multi-level hierarchy.Pattern information from the stack of 
questionnaire survey data, which held hidden insights about the issue area, was revealed by this factor analysis. Considering 
questionnaire survey data as another method of knowledge elicitation for pattern discovery, which is a novel concept. The AHP 
(Analytic Hierarchy Process) is a multi-criteria judgment process that is regularly utilized Choi and Shin (2010).  

The hierarchic design and assessment phases are two parts of the AHP's decision applications. For the establishment of 
hierarchies, experience and skill in the subject area are crucial (Vargas, 1990). These performance measures usually assume 
category independence and ignore documents misidentified into categories that are similar to or which are not too far from 
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similarity with the right categories in the category tree, through which Vargas proposed a hierarchical categorization performance 
process in 1990. 

In 2003, Sun et al. presented an outline of the hierarchical classification issue and its remedies. Although the frequently used 
flat categorization performance assessment methodology may be used for hierarchical classification, the links between categories 
in the category structure are not taken into consideration (Sun et al., 2003). An author may have many names due to name 
variants, and multiple writers may share the same name. The performance of document retrieval, online search, database 
integration, and author attribution may be harmed as a result of name ambiguity (Han et al., 2005). The authors, Han et al., offer 
the hierarchical naive Bayes mixture model in this 2005 publication, which is used in the suggested technique that will be applied 
and examined in section 3. 

BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) has excelled in a number of language comprehension tasks 
(Sun et al., 2019). The generic language model BERT, which was pre-trained on cross-domain text corpora, Book Corpus, and 
Wikipedia (a large collection of text), achieves excellent performance on a few natural language processing tasks after fine-tuning 
in regression tasks. However, task-specific and domain-related information are still needed to improve the BERT model's 
performance, and the research outlines more extensive fine-tuning method assessments (Xu et al., 2019). BERT generally has two 
configurations with a lot of parameters: BERTlarge: 24 layers, 1024 hidden dimensions, and 16 attention heads (found in 
transformer) with a total set of parameters of 340 Million, BERTbase: 12 layers, 768 hidden dimensions, and 12 attention heads 
(found in transformer) with a total set of parameters of 110 Million (Xu et al., 2019). 
 
3. Implementation of the proposed system 
 

Many common Machine learning techniques for text classification assume a simple collection of categories. As these 
classifiers are highly domain focused they can not be used for other kind of text classifications (Krendzelak and Jakab, 2015). 
There are totally 21 Custom_codes id, indicating they are Multiclass in nature, the Remarks need to be classified into one of these 
21 classes. Once the first level of classification is over, the second level of hierarchy need to be classified.   

The 21 classes of first level are subdivided into many subclasses. There are totally 79 subclasses in the dataset. Further, this 
subclass is classified into 254 Secondary subclasses. Hence, the scope of this paper is to classify the remarks for three levels of 
hierarchy, all in Multiple classification not Binary. In order to assist browsing and other interactive components of information 
retrieval, texts or documents are broadly categorized into hierarchies of subjects, including those managed by Yahoo! and the 
Open Directory paper (Toutanova et al., 2002). The analysis of the datasets are made with the help of libraries such as matplotlib 
and seaborn to graph plots, which visualizes the distribution of the data and it will be helpful to know whether the dataset is 
balanced or unbalanced. Fig. 1 represents the data distribution of remark counts with respect to classes.  

 
Fig 1 Data distribution of remarks count with respect to primary classes 

 
Fig 1 shows the non-uniform data distribution of remark counts with respect to primary classes. Each dataset is a sample of 

1000 rows and during the experiment, 3 such non-uniform datasets are available for training. The Efficiency of DL algorithms will 
be much better in higher test cases. Most of the small-scale industries have limited data compared to the large-scale (handling 
millions of data) industries. One more merit of this experiment is that even small-scale industries could get satisfactory results by 
implementing the innovative idea proposed in this paper. Fig. 2a represents the data distribution of remark counts with respect to 
secondary classes and 2b represents the tertiary classes, which are second and third level of hierarchy respectively. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig 2 Data distribution of remark counts with respect to (a) secondary classes and (b) tertiary classes 

Fig.2a represents the second level of hierarchy and Fig. 2b represents the third level of hierarchy, where each class of the first 
level of hierarchy in Fig. 1 (parent class) may have zero to many secondary classes (child classes). The tertiary class, which is the 
third level of hierarchy also considered in the paper, which is shown in the Fig. 2b, representing the different classes in the 
hierarchy considered in this paper. To illustrate the further the Fig. 3 captures how the hierarchy looks like from the text to be 
classified. 

 
Fig.3 Three Levels of hierarchies to be classified from the text 

Fig. 3 represents the different hierarchies that need to be classified, where C represents Classes, S represents the Secondary 
Classes and T represents Tertiary Classes. It must be clearly understood that each child has only one parent. E.g., Secondary class 
S-1 has only one primary parent class C-1. The text is classified into different classes, where each class is classified into different 
secondary classes and each secondary class may have zero to many tertiary classes. In the native Naïve Bayes, the errors didn’t 
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match, meaning the child class and parent classes didn’t match. Hence, it became necessary to build the Naïve Bayes algorithm 
with this feature. The Naïve Bayes, is used for the second and third level of hierarchy alone. The first level of hierarchy is done by 
using BERT, a DL algorithm. Deep learning performances are better when the dataset becomes larger. In future technology, Deep 
learning will become the choice as statistical learning’s performance may saturate at some point of level. But Deep Learning is not 
like that, as its performance keeps on increasing. BERT is an algorithm based on Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), which is 
based on Deep Learning. It doesn’t come under statistical algorithms. The Fig. 4 shows the procedural flow of the Customized 
Naïve Bayes for hierarchical classification proposed in the methodology. 

 

 
Fig 4 Block diagram for customized Naïve Bayes classifier 

Fig. 4 shows the normal steps like data samples from dataset, preprocessing followed by customized steps of Naïve Bayes, 
which includes prior calculation, likelihood calculation, Laplace smoothing during Training. But only likelihood calculation and 
Laplace smoothing are needed for testing the data samples. Each block is briefly explained in this paper. The predicted outputs 
were compared with the actual outputs to find the accuracy and other metrics, followed by checking whether all three hierarchies 
are predicted or not. Once all hierarchies are classified, the process ends and the comparison of the results are done. The MNB 
classifier makes the strong assumption that the predictor variables are conditionally independent given the class (Eyheramendy et 
al., 2003).  
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Fig 5 Block diagram for Change made in the customized MNB 
  

The Figure 5 shows the actual change done in the general Naïve Bayes Classifier. During prior calculation, probability of each 
class in the data samples are calculated in the traditional methods. But in the proposed system, the probability of sub-class (child) 
which does not belong to the class (parent) is zero. Only the probability of the sub-class belonging to the parent class (result of the 
previous cycle of classifier) is calculated. Thus, the results are much better compared to the actual Naïve Bayes. This calculation 
tremendously impact the overall output and performance of the application. Additional advantage is the child-parent classes are 
properly matched, and reduced logical errors in hierarchical classification. 

MNB model is simple to construct and is especially good for huge data sets and it is renowned to outperform even the most 
advanced categorizations due to its simplicity. 

The following is the flow of the customized Naïve Bayes: i) Calculate Priors, ii) Calculate Likelihood, iii) Apply Laplace 
Smoothing, if required, iv) Create dictionary of words and its counts or probability, v) Train and test. 

)(
)()/(

)/(
xP

cPcxP
xcP

×=          (1) 

In the Equation (1), the strong assumption of independence between classes is made. P(c|x) represents the probability of classes 
with respect to predictor words or posterior probability, which is need to be calculated. P(x|c) represents the likelihood probability 
and P(c) represents the class probability or prior probability and p(x) represents the predictor prior probability or marginal 
probability. Each feature can be multiplied to get the overall probability of a class in the given document X. The marginal 
probability is same for all classes, hence it need not to be considered. 

 

)()/(...)/()/()/( 21 cPcxPcxPcxPxcP n ××××=       (2) 

 
The Equation (2) represents the probability of class c in the document X, where the probability of each word given the class is 

multiplied to get the overall probability of the class. The class having the higher probability is the result of the remark or text. 
 
Probability of class (i) = (Number of counts with class i)/(Total number of all classes)   (3) 

 
The Equation (3) represents the prior probability or probability of classi. Likewise the probability of classes is calculated. This 

is the general procedure of calculating prior in the native Naïve Bayes classifier. In the second level of hierarchy, the secondary 
class must be belonged to one parent class. The prior probability of other parent classes is made 0. So, the mismatching of child – 
parent relationship is retained. In the proposed methodology, the prior calculation is altered, which results in better accuracy. 

The likelihood calculation for text classification is shown in Equation 4. 
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The Equation (4) is used for discrete counts for a text classification problem. A multinomial distribution can be used to 

describe feature vectors in which each value indicates the number of occurrences of a phrase or its relative frequency, for example, 
If there are n elements in the feature vectors, each of them can take on k distinct values with likelihood pk. Smoothing approaches 
consistently increase performance on a variety of length problems (Yuan et al., 2012). The frequency-based probability estimate 
will be 0 if a certain class and feature value never appears together in the training data. Because the probability estimate is related 
to the number of times a feature's value has occurred. This is troublesome because when the probabilities are compounded, it wipes 
away any information in the other probabilities. As a result, it's common to include a small-sample adjustment, known as pseudo 
count, in all probability estimates to ensure that no probability is ever set to 0. When the pseudo count is one, this method of 
regularizing Naive Bayes is termed Laplace smoothing, as shown in Equation 5. 

. 

           ∑
=

++=
||

1

))|(log()1log(log)(
V

i
riir jiPfjP π                  (5) 

 
Equation (5), which represents the Lapalce smoothing solves the issue that, if a word appears again, the probability of it 

appearing again goes up. In order to smooth this, taking the log of the frequency makes the efficiency better. These 5 equations 
provide the basic knowledge about Naive Bayes Model. Understanding these 5 equations and its relation to text classification 
could help one to customize or re-tune the equation to solve unique problems.  

In the BERT model, the first and foremost step is importing or installing the components required for BERT and different 
variations of BERT are available based on requirements. Then, the dataset must be converted from comma separated values (.csv) 
to tab separated values (.tsv) file. The data is then undergoes masking and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) section, followed by 
prediction of the data and performance analysis. The Masking and NSP is briefly explained in this section. The flow of the BERT 
employed in this methodology is shown in the figure 6. 

 
Fig 6 Block diagram for BERT procedure 

The BERT procedure is depicted in Figure 6, in which the input word sequence is fed, and about fifteen percent of the words 
are progressively replaced with [MASK]. These [MASK] are then sent to the transformer encoder, along with a classification stage 
that assists in recognizing and substituting these [MASK] with key terms that are in context with the word sequence. The next 
phase in the process is to forecast the following phrase, which requires two tokens: [CLS] and [SEP]. Each of these tokens are used 
at specific times, with [CLS] being employed at the beginning of the text string and [SEP] being used at the end. The next sentence 
is detected using the Transformer design, which changes the output. The results from tokens are supplied to the classification layer, 
and the following sentence is predicted. The combination of the block diagram for 3 classifiers employed is shown in the figure 7, 
which also shows the classifiers employed for different hierarchies. 
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Fig 7 Block Diagram of proposed hierarchical classifier  

In the figure 7 BERT, a Deep Learning algorithm is employed to classify the first level of hierarchy. The results of first level 
automatically improve the further classes. Instead of Naïve Bayes, which performs better in low numbers of Data, BERT is 
employed for better performance. The second and third levels of hierarchies are classified by Customized Naive Bayes, which 
performs far better than actual Naive Bayes. 

4. Results and discussions 
 
   A confusion matrix is a table that displays how a classification algorithm (or "classifier") performs on a testing dataset with 
known actual values. It visualizes how well an algorithm performs and allows for the rapid detection of class confusion. The 
performance measures such as Accuracy, Precision, Re-call, F1-measure, Kappa Score are computed from the confusion matrix. 
The True Positives, True Negatives, False Positives and False Negatives need to be calculated for each class.  From the values of 
the confusion matrix, various metrics like Accuracy, Precision, Re-call, F1-Score, and its average along with the Kappa score are 
calculated using the library sklearn. 

It could be noted that metrics recall or precision might reach a value of 1. But, to get the measurement that represents both 
Recall and precision, F1-Score is calculated. Because it penalizes extreme values, the F1-measure employs Harmonic Mean 
instead of Arithmetic Average. The F1-Measure will always be closer to the Precision or Recall number that is lower. 

There are generally two of averaging: 

i) Macro Average 

ii)  Weighted Average.  

The Macro Average is the arithmetic mean of the metrics. The formula is given by Equation 6. 

 

Macro-Average = (Metric 1 + Metric 2 + … Metric k)/k      (6) 

Where,  

k represents the total number of samples.  

In equation 6, n indicates the number of Metrics added. Macro averages only include the metrics, the weightage of the metrics 
have no significance in this equation. The macro average is calculated and shown in Table 1. 

  Table 1. Macro average of performance metrics between customized MNB and BERT + customized MNB 
Macro Average 

Metric Customized MNB Customized MNB +  BERT 
Max.  Precision (%) 68.1 64.6 
Avg.  Precision (%) 55.8 57.4 
Min.  Precision (%) 31.1 49.2 
Max.  Recall (%) 47.8 55.3 
Avg.  Recall (%) 35.4 52.3 
Min.  Recall (%) 16.4 47.1 
Max.  F1-Score 0.531 0.558 
Avg.  F1-Score 0.400 0.535 
Min.  F1-Score 0.186 0.464 
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From Table 1, it could be inferred that minimum maximum and average represents the macro average calculations from 
different datasets. The macro average represents average without considering the samples. Also, it could be noted that BERT + 
Customized MNB’s average results are better compared to the Customized MNB.  

The Weighted Average is the arithmetic mean, which includes the samples of each class results in weighted average, whereas 
in Macro average, the weights are equal. The formula is given in Equation (7). 

 
Weighted Average = (D1*MetricDoc1 + D2*MetricDoc2 + …+ Dn*MetricDocn)/(D1 + D2 + …+Dn)  (7) 

 
In Equation 7, Dn indicates the number of samples of class n. The weighted average is tabulated in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Comparing weighted average of performance metrics between customized MNB and BERT + customized MNB 

Weighted Average 
Metric Customized 

MNB 
Customized 

MNB + BERT 
Max. Precision (%) 78.9 89.4 
Avg. Precision (%) 73.9 84.9 
Min. Precision (%) 65.0 81.7 
Max. Recall (%) 78.4 90.7 
Avg. Recall (%) 73.9 87.3 
Min. Recall (%) 68.9 84.9 
Max. F1-Score 0.762 0.897 
Avg. F1-Score 0.712 0.854 
Min. F1-Score 0.641 0.824 

 
From Table 1 and 2, it could be understood that the weighted average sets weightage for each sample, which also helps to 

visualize the results clearly with the samples based on weightage. The Accuracy, Computational Time and Kappa Score, which is 
also a better performance metric of a classifier is shown in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Accuracy, Kappa score and time taken by customized MNB and BERT + customized MNB 

 
Metrics 

Customize
d MNB 

BERT + 
Customized 

MNB 
Max. Accuracy (%) 78.4 90.7 
Avg. Accuracy (%) 73.9 87.63 
Min. Accuracy (%) 68.9 84.9 
Max. Kappa Score 0.687 0.856 
Avg. Kappa Score 0.562 0.809 
Min. Kappa Score 0.355 0.756 
Max. Computational Time (s) 95.102 285.113 
Avg. Computational Time (s) 92.537 263.343 
Min. Computational Time (s) 89.509 249.918 

 
From Table 3, when comparing Customized MNB and the BERT + Customized MNB, the Customized MNB’s computational 

time is faster, for classifying all three hierarchies. The kappa score generally measures the agreement degree between the two 
evaluators, which also known as inter-rater reliability. In order to propose a classifier as best, it must be compared to other 
classifiers. Hence, the native MNB classifier is considered for the comparison of newly proposed classifiers such as Customized 
MNB and Hybrid classifier (BERT + Customized MNB). The comparison scenario is given as follows: the dataset is multiple 
hierarchy in nature, each hierarchy has multiple classes with non-uniform distribution and each class associated only with certain 
child-classes. The Customized MNB is compared with the Native MNB, with respect to statistical measures calculated from the 
accuracies. The Computation time for BERT is much higher, other than computation time all other metrics favors the hybrid 
algorithm. It could also be noted that the Kappa score and Accuracy are far better than the customized MNB. The reason for this 
tremendous change is explained later in this section. Other statistical parameters like median and Standard deviation are calculated 
and the calculated values are tabulated in Table 4. 

Table 4. Statistical comparison of among MNB, customized MNB and BERT + customized MNB 
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Statistical Computations 
Of Accuracy 

 
MNB 

Custo
mized 
MNB 

BERT + 
Customized 

MNB 
Mean (%) 57.8 73.96 87.63 

Median (%) 54 74.6 87.3 
Standard deviation (%) 17.5 3.90 2.37 

Computation  Time (sec) 12.11 92.53 263.3 
Maximum Efficiency (%) 83.9 78.4 90.7 
Minimum Efficiency (%) 34.1 68.9 84.9 
Maximum Error Rate (%) 65.1 31.1 15.1 
Minimum Error Rate (%) 16.1 21.6 9.3 

From the Table 4, only few metrics like time, maximum efficiency and minimum error rate favors MNB, all the other metrics 
are in favor of Customized MNB indicating the performance are better in customized naïve Bayes. It could be noted that instead 
of maximum accuracy or efficiency, the minimum efficiency always considered as the important metric. Because, a classifier may 
even reach an efficiency of 90% or above due to over-fit or under-fit. Such classifiers may perform poor in real world problems, 
where each classification contains new sets of data, which completely differ from the training datasets. The Table 4 is graphically 
represented in Figure 8. 

 
Fig. 8 Comparison of statistical metrics between Natie MNB and Customized MNB 

In the Figure 8, it can be seen that mean and median are higher in customized MNB, whereas the standard deviation is lower 
indicates that the customized MNB is more consistent than Native MNB. The Minimum efficiency achieved by the customized 
MNB is much better than the native MNB. Maximum Efficiency could not be a very good metric, because in cases like over-fitting 
(the accuracy of the algorithm is more on trained datasets and the algorithm fitted mostly to the training datasets).  

A better comparison among three classes between the two classifiers are compared and tabulated as Table 5. 
 

Table 5. Accuracy comparison among MNB, customized MNB and BERT + customized MNB for different hierarchies 
Classifiers Accuracy/ 

Error Rate 
Primary Class 

(First level of Hierarchy) 
Secondary Class 

(Second level of Hierarchy) 
Tertiary Class 

(Tertiary level of 
Hierarchy) 

Accuracy (%) 57.8 40.2 41.3 MNB 
 Error rate (%) 42.2 59.8 57.7 

Accuracy (%) 73.96 51.1 60.2 Customized 
MNB Error rate (%) 26.04 48.9 39.8 

Accuracy (%) 86.73 64.63 72.03 BERT + Customized 
MNB Error rate (%) 13.26 35.36 27.96 

 
In Table 5, the accuracy of customized MNB is better than native MNB in all three hierarchies. Hence it could be said that 

customized Naïve Bayes wins over Native MNB. But the BERT + Customized MNB results are much better than the other two 
classifiers. The Table 5 is graphically represented for better visual comparison as shown in Figure 9. 
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Fig. 9 Accuracy comparison of MNB, Customized MNB and BERT + Customized MNB for different hierarchies 

 
From the Figure 9, it could be noted that the accuracy of customized MNB is higher in all three hierarchies. Another 

noticeable impact is reduction of error rate because of correct parent-child relation match, also a reason for accuracy rise. Finally, 
the Customized Naïve Bayes is taken as a ML and BERT included classifier as DL. The comparison of these two classifiers with 
respect to the number of data samples is graphed in the Figure 10. The reason for choosing the BERT + Customized MNB (hybrid 
Classifier) would be confirmed using the Figure 10. The comparison is done only for first level of hierarchy alone, as the 
influence of first level of hierarchy in overall performance is very higher. 

 

 

Fig 10 Comparison of two algorithms (DL and ML) with respect to number of Data Samples 

From the Figure 10, it could be observed that Multinomial Naïve Bayes, which is a statistical Machine Learning Algorithm, 
performs better with a lower number of dataset samples. As the count of dataset samples increases, the performance almost gets 
saturated. If the Deep learning Algorithm is noticed, the performance is comparatively little lower at the early stage, but the 
performance keeps on increasing with the increase in the number of samples, which indicates that BERT + Customized 
Multinomial Naïve Bayes is becoming the right choice. So, a mix of classifiers yielded better results than utilizing any one type of 
classifier (Larkey and Croft, 2010).The sample inputs and outputs from the Google colabs is shown in the Figure 11. 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Fig. 11 Input (remarks) from dataset (a), Predicted output list (b), Overall result of three hierarchies saved as text (c) in Google Colabs 
 

5. Conclusion 
 
   The text, which is the input for the classifier is the remarks of the defected Panel Boards found during testing in the panel board 
industry. The remarks of a defected Panel board are extracted from the dataset (any text format), which is converted to comma 
separated values (.csv) format and pre-processed in case of ML Classifier is used. For DL Classifier pre-processing techniques are 
not used, as pre-processing could lead to a lesser accuracy. The pre-processed data is then processed into tokens and vectors by 
techniques called tokenization and vectorization respectively, followed by training the classifier with the processed text. The ML 
classifier used is Native MNB at the beginning of the paper, the results are poor in the first level of hierarchy, as the level of 
hierarchy increases the accuracy of the classifier decreases. When classifying the second level of hierarchy, the errors in the class 
predictions are not logical, where the resultant child class did not match with the parent class (previous hierarchy) predicted. 
Hence the Native MNB is customized to avoid those logical errors. Multinomial Naïve Bayes is chosen to build from scratch to 
solve logical errors and it also met higher accuracy compared to the Native MNB. Then, customizing BERT is one such big effort 
and needs time, as a result Customized Naïve Bayes is employed for the second and third level of hierarchy, whereas the 
combination of customized Naïve Bayes with BERT met the goal of higher accuracy. One more advantage of DL classifier 
compared to ML Classifier is that the performance of the algorithm doesn't saturate like the ML algorithm. Finally, the algorithms 
are compared with various metrics and the best algorithm finalized in this methodology is the hybrid BERT + Customized Naïve 
Bayes Classifier, which met the primary goal of the client who is a Panel Board manufacturer and met the objectives of this 
methodology such as better accuracy, better computational time and reduced cost. The resources, software used in this 
methodology are open source in nature, and colabs offering high-processing speed are also free to use. Hence, the combination of 
BERT and customized Naïve Bayes is the conclusion of this paper. 
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